
Abstract
Underpinning the mechanicalistic properties of creep phenomena have generally been lacking within research, due to difficulty in measuring such properties in ‘real time’ either 

in the field or experimentally. However, the ‘Discrete Element Method’ (DEM) has enabled researchers to simulate and analyse creeping soil flow at granular scale for a 

plethora of scenarios, implementing different forces and particle geometry. This study aims to implement force contact models Johnson-Kendall Roberts (JKR), JK2 and 

Edinburgh Elasto-Plastic Adhesion (EEPA) along with rolling friction to capture and model creep behaviour below the angle of repose implementing methodology proposed by 

Ferdowsi et al. (2018).  Capturing such mechanicalistic behaviour is pertinent in understanding and prediction of landsliding and landscape evolution.  
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Motivation 
Over geological time, soil mantled hillslopes creep through the rearrangement and

accumulation of interparticle responses of interacting soil grains. Currently there is little

research in terms of flow geometries on a mechanicalistic granular scale. Although particle

shape has been found to be ineffective within a soil assembly by Ferdowsi et al. (2018), these

results require validation. The effects of cohesion implementing the different cohesion models

of JKR, JKR2 and EEPA are unknown but are seen to be of vital importance in modelling ‘real

life’ granular assemblies whose interactions inevitably prompt intergranular forces.

Methods and Materials
DEM applies Newton’s second law of motion and the force displacement law numerically which

enables contact forces between each grain to be calculated to model the stress of the entire

soil assembly. Methodology of model setup within this study follows that of Ferdowsi et al.

(2018); however, the effects of grain shape will be modelled by altering the rolling friction

parameter and the effects of cohesion will be modelled by separately implementing contact

models JKR, JK2 and EEPA at 10J/m2.

Fig.1. Landslide and creep flow velocity (Ferdowsi et al. 2018)

Test
Coefficient of 

Restitution

Coefficient of 

Friction

Coefficient of 

Rolling Friction

Cohesive interaction

Surface Energy (J/m2)

Test Running 

Time (Seconds)

JKR EEPA JKR2

1 0.5 0.5 0.01 - - - 10

2 0.5 0.5 0.5 - - - 10

3 0.5 0.5 1 - - - 10

6 0.5 0.5 0.01 10 10 10 10

6 0.5 0.5 0.01 10 10 10 40

Table.1. Summary of Testing Schedule

Fig.2. Simulation setup showing particle factory raining into physical box prior 
to tilting (EDEM Solutions Ltd, 2021).

Discussion and Results
The effect of grain shape, implementing rolling friction, was found not to have an affect on the

particle assembly, validating results from Ferdowsi et al. (2018). The effects of cohesion were

found to be influencing the particle assembly geometrically at the surface and influencing the

particle and angular velocities. JKR2 had the greatest impact on simulations when comparing

with the other contact models, as a result of additional work required to break adhesion

bonds between grains. Implementing the JKR2 model lead to increased clumping of grains

enabling microfractures to form within the upper region of the assembly. In nature an

accumulation of such microfractures across a larger expanse may be a key triggering

component within landsliding events.

Fig.3. Comparison of particle position profile of surfaces at 10s, flowing in 
X direction.
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Fig.4. Comparison of depth velocity profile at 10s indicating no change in 
velocity profile for tests 1-3 only implementing rolling friction, whilst 

cohesion models lower the velocity profile.
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